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PATTERNS OF BROAD-BEAN; ANTEN"IAS OF DIFFERENT POLARIZATTONS
NUT TO clIMPLE HANGAR MODEL"
By C. R. Cockrell
Broad-beam antennas of different polarizations radiating ne.:t to simple
hangar models are investigated. Expressions that represent the elevation-plane
patterns of slots in and 1/4 a monopoles on a finite rectangular ground plane
upon which a rectangular scattering object has b---en placed ha ve been derived
using geometrical theory of diffraction. These expressions were obtained by
superposing the infinite ground plane solutions, reflected field solutions from
the scattering object, and diffracted field solutions i:. their respective
regions of validity. Patterns for a 112 X slot (two orientations) and 1/4 ?^
elects ,^ monopole ere verified experimentally for a nunber of source locations.
Data r _-aining to the polarization question in re gard o the nultipath problem
are rresented.
INTRODUCTIOI\
Vn enever an aircraft approaches runway- near an air terminal, the
antenna onboard may receive signals from a ground antenna via many paths:
(1) dire,- radiation, (2) reflected radiation froL the ground and any obstacle
that may : • eflect electromagnetic energy t- eit.her antenna, and (3) diffracted
radiation which results from edges and curved obstacles. This many-path problem
has been given the terminology "r.;ult.ipath" (refs. 1, 2). Since reflected and
diffracted signals can have adverse effects on landing systems, knowledge of
the strength and location of these signals is of great interest. Once this
r
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informat'_on ha:. been obtain( ,(], modifications to the	 obstacles
r	 o.,s	 a	 f rni • ;	 r	 ,	 j	 f(such a; :hattt?a_^:) could be implemc tit.e^.. 	 F-^	 ibly, th _ use o^	 tit.a,t, u
SUYfsi,Cr:' c­ . bu y .3!n?s -o-td hunf'11 1(-7 (Meld t-- •,xe: '0 reduce the
scatters-] energy (refs. 2, 3). This paper, however, is not concerned with what	 j
can be done to reduce or eliminate the interfering signals but is concerned 	 I
primarily with overall effects of the scattering obstacles on the total signal.
The obstacles around air terminals may be very complex structures and,
therefore, greatly complicate the analysis of predicting the total radiation
pattern of an antenna located in their vicinity. To formulate a mathematical
model which completely describes such a complex problem would be a monumental
task. One approach to the problem, however, would be I- model less complicated
obstacles and then build from these solutions to the more complex solutions.
A practical problem would be one of broad-beam antennas radiating near hangars;
r.easuremFnts of such patterns are n r)t available -'or cn>"r^:rison with theoretical
analysis.
Tn this paper, the radiation fields of a =lot and a monopole ir. a fini'.e
ground plane upon which a scntte.ring object is mounted are !rnalyzed via
-eometricai tY.e-ry of diffraction (GTD) (ref. 1). ',"ne analysis consists of
7upplementinq the radiation fields for the slot and n— nopole in -in infinite
:round plane by '.he additional field contributions arising from the reflection
off the scattering object and diffraction by the edge s- of the object and by the
edges of the finite groon,l p lane. Ry allowin,; the e:pe tr, be roved farther
from the scattering cbJect, the practical problem mentioned in the previous
^aragranh can be better approached.
The infinite ground pl are
	
readily obt • : °. ­ r --	 - . ' !.
tperture integration or Fourier transform techniques over ar: assume: aperture
3
field distribution for slot antennas and the vector potential technique for a
rcnc7ole above an infinite I ,round plrr ­ . These resulting; fields may be viewed
a_- -_._ : __1c?s associated with rays directly radiated by the arerture (monopole)
in	 t:.e infinite ground plane. These infinite around plane soluticr.e are
tnen only valid in regions which are not docked by any scatterin` object on
the ground r,lane and above the ground plane itself.
= e resultant fields thus far formulated are modified b y including the
reflections from the flat face of the object placed on the ground plane and
by em.lcying the compact dyadic edge diffraction coefficient develo p ed b;-
Kcuvo=,: ian and Patha.k (ref. k) at the ground pane and object edges. %eir
edge diffraction coefficient provides a field which is discontinuous in such a
manner as to compensate for the discontinuities associated with the it:cidert
and ref-=zted fields so that the total field is continuous tt:rcuu_: cut. -he
field, t erefcre, su.pler.ents the infinite ground _- a e _ i_ld an--
ref -ecte_ field in their range of validity and accounts solely 	field
in to sadow region (behind the scattering ob,;ect and behind the round ^lane)
where the infinite ground plane f ielcl and reflected fie-d are zero.
verify the analysis, scale models on finite ground 71anes were built.
=levatic n-.la:,e patterns for 'wo different scattering, cb'ects placed on a
gr; _^.d plane were reasured for fi«e di"ere^t source locations. :he
tyVe sc'.Lr .es used were the electric quarter-wavelerZth monopole and the half-
narrow rectanc,'.11a.r slot (both orientations to simulate both ^clar-
izaticns;. These measured rattFrns were ccnrared to the co=Luted patterns
obtained by using, the expressions derived in this raper. Calculated ;atterns
for the r.'ar;netic quarter-wavelength mono pole source are inc!ud?'' I ,- tlrt.ti ^r
=nvest^:at e• the question of polarization.
:c
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4,n,-•T, Y
'._.. 	 '! -, un. . _:xne ^oluticn^
_.:° lr.fin_:e '- -)=d '^1ane solutions c.-e ±-	 •ir	 i ,.l	 o1,1+	 for a
slot (a by b;, within an infinite verfectl; , conductin,T Ground plane and for
a 1/4 X monopole on an infinite perfectly conducting ;round plane. These
solutions ar e readily obtained by Fourier trans oi^° techni ques or aj crture
inteEration tec —:,ues. The aperture distributions within (on) the slot
(monopole) are assumed to be sinusoidal along their lengths and uniform in
their transverse directions. With reference -_ fi ure 1, the far-field
ex.ressions °or the case when the narrow dimension (a) of the rec+A.ngi]a.r slot
	
is iarsl_el to the face of the scatterinc : c"ect are 	 as
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Si.:niiarly, the far-field expres2ions wher. the long dimension (a) of t.hr, slot
is rxarallel to the face of the scattering objcct are f,ivcn as
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By restricting the analysis to the y-z pl-.ne (^ = 90, 2"((.), the field
	
components perpendicular to the y-z plane for equations
	 (5) and (C-)
are written, respectively, as
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B. Reflected Fields From Vertical LEtructure
Image theory is employed to determine the fields from the vertical
ref lee tin. surface si,own in fiCure 1; i. e. , the refl ected fields ar<_ the If
 i eic4s
produced by "imaged sources" which are placed an equidistance behind. the
reflecting surface as the real sources are placed in front. The strength,
phase and polarization of these fields depend on the strength, phase and
polarization of the real sources at the reflecting points. These reflected
fields are only valid in the range of real source angles which intercept the
reflecting surface. For a typical reflection point, the components of the
reflected fields corresponding to the components of the direct fields given
in equations (7-10) are giver., respectively, as
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where 8 i
 is incident angle of the source field at the reflecting surface and
F is the distance from the iraFe source to the _field point.
Ij
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8C. Diffracted Fields From Ground Plane Ed.e and Verticsi ",truc • ture Edge
c detailed description of -lectrc..ma.gnetic wedr*e diffraction is -i.ven in
reference 4. Applications, bated or: the Jiff-action coeffic -L r-nt`' .. r1V.w
reference 4, are given in reference .
From reference 4 the diffracted electric and magnetic fields may be
expressed, respectively, as
Ed	El
 (@ )	 Dr	 s	 ly a-,jks
	
E	 _ s(s' + s)i
(lcl
1/2
Hn _ H1
 ('aE)	 Df: IS(s
 
J+ s)]	 e-jks
where El ( E ) and Hi (QE ) are the electric and magnetic fields,
respectively, at a point QE on the edge (cn the ground plane or any ed^-e cf
vertical structure) which is incident fro^ the scarce (or an edge which acts
1-4 '-e a source) and Do_ _ -
 0 13 0 D s -	 ? Dh	the distances s	 and s and
H	 h	 s
the unit vectcrs are :;hown in figure 2a. D^ i;, given by (ref. 4, eq. 113 or
ref. 5, eq. 4)
's	 sink [Id+(R,n)F^r.a+(^ )^+d (f ,n)F^ti:a (^ )^I+I d (`^;,r.)^Ha+(^+;^c
L
(1j )
+ d (R+,r.)F^Kaa (^ + i]l I
where (ref. 4, eq. 114 or ref. 5, eq. 5)
d±(R,n) = 
exP(-j Tr/^) 1 Cct r ^ G in which S = p+ _ ¢ ± w^
	
(lR)
n(2Trk)1/'2 2	 2n
i
9and (ref. 4, eq. 115 or ref. 5, eq. 6)
F K.a - ;,)] = 2,	 ex-, -,j T' )dT	 :+
where (ref. 4, eq. 116 or ref. 5, eq. 7)
a± (R) = 1 + cos (-	 + 2n N ±7T )	 (20)
in which N - is the positive or negative integer or zero, which most
nea: •ly satisfies (ref. 4, eq. 117 or ref. 5, eq. 8)
2n7N - S = -7
+	 (21)
2n'^N - ^ =.t
sus sin 2^C
K = kL where k = free-space wavenumber and L =
	 s + s,
The diffracted fieli problem for the 2-dimensional geometry shown ir_
figure 2-b is new formulated for the different type sources considered in this
raper. Since the application in mind is one of an aircraft or helicopter in
the vicinity of buildings, hangars, etc., the analysis is further restricted
to the coverage above the ground plane shown in figure 1. Diffracted fields
from the points A, B; C, and D are included in the analyses. The diffracted
fields or rays from A-F and B-P are the direct-diffracted rays which are valid
so long as they are not blocked by a scattering ob!ect (ground plane and
vertical structure). The rays C-F and D-P are referred to as the diffracted-
diffracted rays which depend on the strengti of the fields at A and B,
respectively. The rays A-Q-P and B-Q IP ere diffracted-reflected rays.
	
::ci: of
the rays discussed has its range of validity and care must r,: exercised in
P
whether a particular ray should be included in the total field. Many addi
multiple diffractions could be includr •d tut for the f ,,eoriptrie^; conci lered
this aper their cortrioutions to the te•ta.l field are small and tYercl'ore
been omitted. Rather than explicitly writing the diffracted field for F.,ve
case discussed above, it will merely be stated that the contribution from each
of the diffraction points can be written in the form indicated by equaticns (16).
A superposition of the complex diffracted fields, the direct fields and the
reflected fields make up the total field.
CALCULATE' P2M MEASURED RESULTS
The model consisted of a 1.27 x 30.48 x 60.96 cm aluminum ground plane
in which five square holes were cut. The distances between the holes were
chosen arbitrarily but unequal to allow for more general source locations.
Only one hole at a time was used for the slot or ncnopole source, i.ence, the
remaining four holes were plugged so that ccntinuity in the ground plane at
t"-:ese holes was maintained. plumin= rectangala.r scattering ob„ ects were
:laced on the 'ground :lane 7.62 em (8.89 X) from the closest hole (source;.
Elevation-plane patterns for two rectangular scattering* cbjects
5.08 x 6.35 cm (5.92	 x 7.41 X) and 7.62 x 6.35 cm (8.89 3 x 7. l:l ).) and for
two type scurces (1/2 a slct and 1./4 X electric ^oncpole; were measured; the
~.easurements were made for the five different source location.S a-t F. frequenc;;
of 3`5 GH-.- "_'o investigate both parallel and perpendicular polarir.aticns on
the scattering object, both slot orientations were included in the
m ea surenent s .
Ecr comparison calculate: el PV^"^^_ 'r.,c, patterns, :s
described in this paper, and measured elevaticn- plane patterns are shown in
  
figures 3-6. Figures 3 and
h = 5.C R cr (5.92 X) and h
and fir.ire '7 and c are the
iRIGINAL PAIL	 1^'i";	 G(1I^.^ 	 11
4 are the patterns for the 1_/2 a slot with
r7.F2 cm
	
scatteri.ag objects, re• s,)ectively,
ct tern= for the i/4 a• 7iect2'lc MC'•.. • ..'? with, the
same two scattering objects. The agreement obtained in these pattern.:: is quite
good, even in the detail of the rirple in the patterns; thereby, demonstrating
that the equations developed in this paper do predict the patterns quite well
(see figs. 3-6). The greatest disagreement occurs in the region of least
interest which i•, behind the scattering ooJect; the agreement in this region
could be improved if diffractions from the back edge of th, ground plane. W,^re
included in the aralysis. '-"..e magnitude of the ri_rple in tie patterns
decreases as the source distance increases; this is easily seer in the parallel-
polarizaticn patterns shown in figures 3 and 4.
To gair fixther insight into the pclarization question., calculated
•	 patterns for a -agnetic mor_orcle ::ere per`_or-ed for the same five _^cations
as the electric monopole. Figure S compares the magnitude of the ratios,
direct/indirect fields, 7f the electric t ,a .zags etic monopole sources at the
_five different locations for	 =	 cm (5.92 a.) scattering oc''ect as a
function of the elevation-rlane angle, e. Ins pection cf these fi-:res clearly
shows that both parallel and perpendicular-- polarized antennas car. rocuce
indirect fields (reflected and diffracted fields) which can be Greater than
t-e direct field. The greater indirect -
f
ields for parallel pelari:aticn,
however, occur for a wider ranee c; angles. In fact, indirect fields -reate~
than the direct field do not occur at all for perpendicular polarization for
a,r_netic monopoles located 1-).C5 cr., (22.22 V, and 25.4) cm (29.6?. ? ,, away from
t e scattering cbject 'see -
	 Computer runs 1 4
 u.. cv
-ealistic ph ysical models were ::ade, resulting in essentially the sa e
E]2
conclusions; i.e., that indirect t gelds can be greater than -'ir"t fields but
wit:^ more rapid variations in the total fi Pld of'  the ground plr,ne edge. It
shout' 'ce , p o rted out that any ccnc:!.us'c,ns as to wh; ch ro's.rizaticr, is ?-pest
for a system can critically depend on the particular system application and
geometry of the problem.	 i
CONCLUDING PY21ARKS
Expressions that represent the ea.evaticn-plane patterns of slots in and
1/4 ), Monopoles on a finite rectangular around upon which a rectan;7,alar
scatter 2.n5 object has been place have been derived using geor_^etrical theory of
diffraction. TTe agreement between the measured and calculated elevation-71ane
patterns is suite good for both slot and monopole sources. "'::is agreement
iemcnstrates that the analysis developed_ in this paper is a valid one and
suggests the possibilit y
 of .;sing the same techniques _cr more cor_le^_ :rcclems.
_ne resuits of the simple -_x:e 	 investigated do offer invaluable _nfc__:aticn
about the polari.Zaticn question; i.e., polarization selection in recar,s tc
W;'-tipath depends on the ar plicaticn and the Geometry of the prcb_em.
s_ 	 _^«
ii
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